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Coaching professional 
voice users

Bernadette 
Timmermans

voice & presentation
RITCS, VUB, KCB, BATAC

voice & presentation for Radio and TV
VRT, VTM, ATV, NRJ, Nostalgie…

train the trainer
train professional voice users

prevention

professional 
voice users

contracts companies and clients

radio&television – publicity agencies –
production companies 

prevention strategies: teachers schools 
and universities, companies 

healthy voices: radiophonic quality

presentation skills

control of anxiety and stress
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training: eclectic

training sessions

* posture

* voice and breath control

* perfect diction

* intelligent intonation

indirect (vocal hygiene) - direct

* warm up and cool down (lax vox)

* breath breath breath…(app’s)

* proprioception, hyperfunction

* resonans and projection

honest feedback

guardianship

anxiety, stress

searching together

tricks: 2 noses, 3 eyes

playful?! how?!

coaching
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mostly healthy
voices

voice production

* breathy or hoarse

* lack of resonance

* muscular tension

pathologies

* nodules

* sulcus glottidis 

* GERD

* paralysis

many roads
leading to Rome

searching for best approach

* goal - company

* goal - client  

* eclectic: SOVT, mobilisation,

feedback tools

client oriented

* complaint/wishes of client

* ENT, director, supervisor

* problem solving

basic terms for
media

• attractivity

• more than just ‘talking’

personality en content

• culture radio versus pop radio

embrace the station style

• authenticity

natural (vs narcissistic)

• at a glance

perfect reading skills

• low voice, no misteakes

pleasant voice to listen too
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vocal capabilities

presenter newsreader

voice-over

* makes own program
* conversation
* friendship
* smooth, flow

* writes news
* intelligibility
* intonation skill

personality

focus content
centipede

reading skills  

language

* interpretation
* versatility
* variability

presenter
specific style conform station
radiophonic, mature sound

newsreader
formal, earnestness
radiophonic, mature sound

voice over
different styles
strong voice

good voice, breathing and diction: give a good example

technical insight: pitch, loudness, quality cfr media rules

basic principles of voice directing (influence of music, rhythm)

tips&tricks: proximity effect, compression f.e.

control of own intonation for news and traffic announcement

rules of radio&television presentation

understanding influence of anxiety in a studio

treat with respect: intelligent but vulnerable - notorious

role speeh
therapist

results
(DSI)
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trained group

start study

after 9 months

after 18 months

after 20 years
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Conclusion
amelioration of voice quality

same techniques as in therapy

client oriented

learn to coach
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